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 The purpose of this project is to create a prototype application that provides utility for 
customers who ride SEPTA systems, and to eventually gain a presence on the Apple App store.  
 The scope of this project will focus on porting several key applications that exist on the 
web platform, but not on mobile.  
These applications include: 
 Next to Arrive 
o The application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to select a start and 
end destination. It returns the next four trips that can be taken, including 
connecting trips and delay information. 
 TransitView 
o The application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to see all the current 
vehicle locations for any given bus route. 
 TrainView 
o This application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to see the status of 
all current trains on the Regional Rail Line. 
 Schedules to Go 
o This application exists on our web platform. It shows the next four buses to arrive 
at a bus stop when provided with the stop id. 
 
Additional features such as map views for bus stops, Alerts information, and customer 
service features will be included to provide improved customer service. 
The key project deliverable will be a functional iPhone application prototype that uses real-
time and schedule information to provide users with better knowledge to navigate and use 
SEPTA systems.  
 
Requirements: 
 Application must include the following existing applications: 
o Next to Arrive 
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 The application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to select a 
start and end destination. It returns the next four trips that can be taken, 
including connecting trips and delay information. 
o TransitView 
 The application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to see all the 
current vehicle locations for any given bus route. 
o TrainView 
 This application exists on our web platform. It allows the user to see the 
status of all current trains on the Regional Rail Line. 
o Schedules to Go 
 This application exists on our web platform. It shows the next four buses 
to arrive at a bus stop when provided with the stop id. 




The database design was first designed using the GTFS (Google Transit Feed Specification) data 
SEPTA already produces. After creating the relationships and translating this database design to SQLite, 
it was determined that this design was inefficient for the mobile platform for producing schedule 
information.  Too many records existed and some data was not being used. Thus the database was 
optimized by stripping the non essential information and creating the necessary relationships before the 
database was created from the source data. 
 Originally there was a more denormalized database design but it took up to twenty seconds to query 
for the schedule times. This was too long to wait for results so it was decided that all the inner joins 
would be processed ahead of time so the database size would be decreased. ON the iPhone hardware 
having a database that required labor intensive functions such as the order by and inner joins takes up 
too many resources. The stop times table alone in the GTFS database contains at least 2 million rows.  
Making smaller tables for the stops and stop times gives the same information and cuts query time from 
20 seconds to .10 seconds. The amount of memory allotted to an iPhone application is only twenty 
megabytes. The database is built every time there is a schedule change which is every three to four 
months. 
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As you can see the new ERD is simplified and has integrated both the Rail and Bus information 
into one set of tables. The ($) symbol represents a dynamic table name that is stored in a separate 
database for each route. This allows the databases to be small to improve query time. This also allows 
for the option of user being able to install individual routes or all routes at once. The database was 
refined by an application that was written in C# using the .NET SQLite libraries available from 
www.SQLite.org. The application was written to query the existing GTFS database that based on a SQL 
Server 2008 installation.  The queries that produce the source data are a series of inner joins to make 
the destination data much smaller. This greatly decreased query times and shrunk the size of the SQLite 
databases.  The table design is now very normalized with only the essential information enclosed. 
 
User Interface Design: 
 Tab based navigation was chosen for this application. The Apple Developers network 
recommends that when designing an application that developers try to use designs that apple has 
provided in order for many IOS application to have a similar look and feel. This allows users to have a 
shorter learning curve when trying to use a new app. Since tab based navigation is very recognizable in 
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many IOS applications and it already followed our design model of choosing by group then mode for 
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Main Screen Real-Time: 
 This is the main screen for the real
time information feeds. All major functions can be accessed by




Next To Arrive: 
 The Next To Arrive function allows a user to enter their start and end station and receive the 
next four trains to arrive at their start station.
then picks a start and end station by using the UIPicker control. The highlighted area shows which box is 
selected at the time. The arrow allows the user to swap the start an
be pressed when all criteria is entered. 
 
-time tab. It allows the user to select from any of our real
 clicking on one of the tabs below, such as 
 
 From the real-time menu click on Next To Arrive.




 The user 
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Figure 1 The user can select a start and end station then press the 
chosen to give users an easy way to flip through the route selections.
arrow button to see results. The UIPicker control was 
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Next To Arrive Use Case: 
Use Case Name: Next To Arrive ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to see next trains to arrive on Regional rail to plan trips 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for viewing the next Regional Rail 
Trains to arrive. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects a start and end station. 
2. The system returns a list of the next four trips that can be made. 
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TrainView: 
 TrainView shows the status of all trains on Regional Rail.
TrainView button on the main menu of real
automatically starts loading. 
Figure 3 This shows the results returned by the TrainView functionality. No criteria is required because the information 











 This can accessed by clicking on the 
-time. The user taps the button and the information 
 Users may swipe up and down to see more results.
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TrainView Use Case: 
Use Case Name: Trainview ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to see the status of all trains currently on Regional Rail 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for viewing the next Regional Rail 
Trains to arrive. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the trainview button. 
2. The system returns a list of the status of all Regional Rail trains on the system. 
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System Status: 
 System Status shows the user if there is an alert, advisory, or detour for any given route. Search 
capabilities were added to give users options for finding their route.  By opening the Mode accordion 
users can swipe back and forth to see all available information for a route at a glance. 
from the real-time menu System Status. The user can click and any of th
mode. If the mode contains many routes the user may swipe from left to right and vice versa to see 
more routes. After a route is selected, information about that route is shown regarding alerts, advisories 
and detours. 
 
Figure 4 This screenshot shows the system status functionality. It shows the different modes that are selectable to see at a 
glance if there is an alert, advisory, or detour for any given route.
 
This is accessed 
e plus symbols to expand the 
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Figure 5 This screenshot shows what information is available  after a route is selected.
 
Use Case Name: System Status 
Primary Actor: User 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to know if there
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for 
advisory for any given route. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 
ID: 6 Importance Level: High
Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
 is an alert, detour, or advisory for any given route.
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 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the System Status button. 
2. The user selects a route. 
3. The system returns information about that route. 




















Plan My Trip: 
 Plan my trip allows the user to enter a start and end destination and receive directions on how 
to make that particular trip including walking directions. 
allowing users to get better results.  
Plan My Trip button. The user is greeted with a menu for entering criteria, a start and end location. The 
text fields have auto complete functionality. The help the user figure out the location they are tryi
type in by providing suggestions in the table below.   After both the start and end criteria are entered 
the user presses the black arrow to see the results. The menu then disappears. The user can choose 
another selection by pressing the show menu bu
Figure 6 This screenshot shows the functionality of Plan My Trip. It includes auto




The search is aided by an auto complete feature 
This is accessed from the main menu real-time and selecting the 
tton in the top right hand corner. 
-complete functionality to help users select 
s will be returned to the user.  
ng to 
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Use Case Name: Plan My Trip ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to plan a trip for any mode of service with a start and end destination. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for viewing a trip for any mode of 
service with a start and end destination. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the Plan My Trip button. 
2. The user supplies a start and end station. 
3. The system returns the instructions and times to make those trips including walking 
instructions. 









 TransitView allows a user to see the real-time bus positions for any Bus or Trolley for any given 
route. By touching the icon the user can see the Block ID of the bus, the destination, and how long ago 
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that particular vechicle sent information back to SEPT
menu of real-time by selecting Transitview.
select their route and press the go button. From here the user can see their route and watch the vehicle 
as it moves in rela time. By selecting the vehicle the user can see more information about the vehicle 
such as it’s destination.  
Figure 8 This screenshot shows the functionality of TransitView. A route is selectable by using the UIPicker. After the go 




A servers. This can be accessed from the main 
 The user is first greeted with a menu. The user can then 
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Figure 9 By selecting a bus the user can see














 information about that vehicle including the destination and the last time that 
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TransitView Use Case: 
Use Case Name: TransitView ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to see the status of all buses on a particular route. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for viewing all the bus locations for a 
particular route. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate 
 Include:  Mapkit, CoreLocation,kmlParser, Reachability 
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the TransitView button. 
2. The user selects their route. 
3. The system returns the position of all buses on a particular route overlaid on MapKit. 
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Schedules:  
 Schedules allow users to see all the schedule information for any SEPTA route. It also contains a 
special feature allowing users to swipe on the schedules table to see the real time positions of Buses, 
Trolleys, or Regional Rail lines for the 
Figure 10 This screenshot shows the schedules functionality. The user will have to go through several screens to narrow 
down their search criteria. Search capabilities are available from each screen to allow the user to easily find their route.
button for the route is pressed which leads to the routes screen. The back button in the top left corner always leads back to 
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Figure 11 The user has the option of selecting the direction and
prompted to select a stop. All route and stop criteria contain a search bar which allows for faster selection. 
Figure 12 The user can select the day for which they want to see the schedule. It defaults to all trips available at the time of 
selection. 
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Figure 13 By swiping right from the schedule page the user can see all vehicles positions on that













 route. This is available  for 
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Schedule Use Case: 
Use Case Name: Schedules  ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to know the schedule time for any given stop. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for viewing scheduled times for any 
route. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the Schedules button under schedules Menu. 
2. The user selects a mode. 
3. The user chooses a route. 
4. The user chooses a direction. 
5. The chooses a stop. 
6. The system returns information about that route. 





1.The user has the ability to swipe over for transitView or Regional Rail. 
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Settings: 
 This section allows the configuration of which push notifications you would like to receive. 
user can find this menu by tapping the settings tab. Once the user has selected the Push Notification 
setting, the user has the option of turning on and off which settings they would like to receive.  Clicking 
update in the top right corner updates th
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Push Notification Use Case: 
Use Case Name: Push Notification Setup  ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to turn on push alerts for all modes. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for allowing SEPTA to send push alerts 
about modes of service. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the push notifications button under settings Menu. 
2. The user selects a mode. 
3. The user turns on or off a mode. 
4. The user hit the update button. 
5. The system returns conformation. 
SubFlows: 
  
Alternate/Exceptional Flows:   
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Customer Service: 
 Allows users to access our social networking
From the main Customer Service screen users can click on any one the main buttons to see our social 
networking mediums. 
Figure 15 This screenshot shows the customer service 
 
 pages and contact customer service for any reason.
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Customer Service Use case: 
Use Case Name: Customer Service ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to contact SEPTA or communicate through social networking. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for allowing users to communicate with 
SEPTA. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:   
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the customer service tab. 
2. The user then has the option of communication through phone, Twitter, YouTube, 
FaceBook and our web comment form. 
SubFlows: 
1. The user select call SEPTA. 
a. The application dials SEPTA customer service. 
2. The user selects comments 
a. The user fills out the appropriate fields and the request is submitted. 
b. The information is validated on the client. 
c. The user receives a confirmation email. 
  
Alternate/Exceptional Flows:   
1. The information supplied by the user is invalid so the application asks the user for valid 
data and does not submit request. 
 




 Allows customers to see any SEPTA locations that may be nearby overlaid on reality including 
bus stops, train stops, pass perk locations, and sales locations. This is accessed by clicking on the 
SEPTAVision tab. The user just has to point their device around their surroundings. 
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SEPTAvision Use Case: 
Use Case Name: SEPTAvision ID: 6 Importance Level: High 
Primary Actor: User Use Case Type: Detail, Essential 
Stakeholders and Interests:   
 User – Wants to see all SEPTA locations that are nearby. 
 
Brief Description: This use case describes the process for allowing users locate bus stops, rail 
stops, sale locations, and pass perk locations that are nearby. 
Trigger: The user performs this task when the information is needed 
Type:   Internal 
Relationships: 
 Association: Web Service, Appdelegate, Reachability 
 Include:  wpois,wpoimanger,Wikitude sdk 
 Extend:  
 Generalization:   
 
Normal Flow of Events: 
1. The user selects the SEPTAVision tab. 
2. The user points the rear camera of their device at their surroundings to see SEPTA 
locations. 
SubFlows:  
Alternate/Exceptional Flows:   
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Sequence Diagrams: 
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Web Services: 
 These web services help to power the real time data of the application. They return data in JSON 
(JavaScript Object Notation) format. This is a very lightweight way of returning and parsing information. 
These web services were developed by Justin Brathwaite the lead programmer of this application. 
Next To Arrive: 
  





















Plan My Trip: 
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Comment Form: 















Update Push Preferences: 
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Map Information: 
 The map information in this application is built on the map libraries provided by Apple 
called MapKit. The bus annotations are powered by one of SEPTA’s web API’s that were created 
for this project. The route trace was developed using an open standard developed by Google 
called KML (Keyhole Markup Language). The files were generated by GIS (Geographical 
Information System) software from the SEPTA planning department. The files generated were 
not in the best format for the KML parser libraries.  A PHP application was developed to parse 
the KML files for each route and turn them into an array. The array was processed to find the 
acceptable tags and then regenerated into new valid KML files that would be accepted by the 
parser. This application makes creating updated files for new routes easier in the future.  
Example: 
Each Coordinate entity has its own placemark tag. In the old version the entire document had 1 
placemark tag causing only part of the route to be drawn. 
<Placemark> 
<name>Route 1</name> 





75.22069000000001,40.00397,0 -75.223669,40.002596,0 -75.226427,40.00129,0 -
75.22725800000001,40.000883,0 -75.227583,40.000731,0 -75.22839399999999,40.000361,0 -
75.22877800000001,40.000188,0 -75.22949800000001,39.999836,0 -75.23092800000001,39.999164,0 
-75.232111,39.998614,0 -75.232136,39.998602,0 -75.233232,39.998085,0 -75.234207,39.997625,0 -
75.234343,39.997555,0 -75.23532,39.99709,0 -75.235252,39.997045,0  </coordinates> 




 This application takes advantage of Apple’s push notification service. Public and private keys 
were set up on one of SEPTA’s outward facing servers. There certificates were obtained through Apple’s 
developer provisioning portal. A PHP script was written to deliver the payload to all devices registered to 
receive alerts by mode. 
System Backend: 
 The system backend consists of a series of web services. This is powered by an external web 
server with a replicated SQL Server for database storage and retrieval.  Other cloud services are also 
utilized to enhance the application’s functionality.  
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Future Plans: 
 The project will be further enhanced by adding a mechanism to download schedules after a 
schedule change. This occurs about every three months.  The new schedules will downloadable as a 
package. Push notifications will be sent to each user that a new schedule is available. An option for users 
to check for new schedule information will be available in the application. 
 Application testing  will be carried out  using OCUnit which is the testing framework built 
into xcode(developer IDE) after the prototype design is accepted. This allows the developer 
to carry out unit based testing for the application. During the development of the prototype 
white box testing was used. The developer acted as a user to test the functionality of the 
application to ensure it worked as desired. After the prototype design has been accepted the 
code will be cleaned and comments added for further maintenance. The code will be moved 
from the local git repository to SEPTA’s main source control library. White box, black box 
and OCUnit testing will take place to check for memory leaks and crash errors. 
 
Appendix: 
App code see cd: appendixappcode.docx 












    public static class Constants 
    { 
        public const string filename = "database/SEPTADB.sqlite3"; 
 
 
    } 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
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            if (!Directory.Exists("database")) 
                Directory.CreateDirectory("database"); 
            int counter = 0; 
 
 
            Hashtable hashtable = new Program().getroutes(); 
 
            new Program().createtablesstatic(); 
            new Program().insertcalendar(); 
            new Program().insertdirections(); 
            //new Program().addRegionalRaildirections(hashtable); 
            new Program().insertroutes(); 
            new Program().insertNTAStations(); 
            foreach (DictionaryEntry entry in hashtable) 
            { 
                route routes = (route)entry.Value; 
                
                Console.WriteLine("\nStarting Database creation!"+  routes.Getmode()); 
                string dynamicFilename = "database/route_" + entry.Key.ToString() + ".sqlite3"; 
                if (!File.Exists(dynamicFilename)) 
                    SQLiteConnection.CreateFile("database/route_" + entry.Key.ToString() + ".sqlite3"); 
                if (routes.Getmode() == "Regional Rail") 
                { 
                    new Program().createtables(entry.Key.ToString(), dynamicFilename, "Regional Rail"); 
                    new Program().insertStopTimes(entry.Key.ToString(), routes.Getroute_id(), 
dynamicFilename, "Regional Rail"); 
                    new Program().insertstops(entry.Key.ToString(), routes.Getroute_id(), dynamicFilename, 
"Regional Rail"); 
                } 
                else  
                { 
                    new Program().createtables(entry.Key.ToString(), dynamicFilename, "Bus"); 
                    new Program().insertStopTimes(entry.Key.ToString(), routes.Getroute_id(), 
dynamicFilename, "Bus"); 
                    new Program().insertstops(entry.Key.ToString(), routes.Getroute_id(), dynamicFilename, 
"Bus"); 
                    //  new Program().inserttrips(entry.Value.ToString(), entry.Key.ToString(), dynamicFilename); 
                } 
 
                counter++; 
                Console.WriteLine("Database created for route:" + entry.Key.ToString() + "\n"); 
                Console.WriteLine("\nCount of databases created:" + counter.ToString() + "\n"); 
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            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\nDatabase creation Finsihed!"); 
            Console.ReadLine(); 
 
            string curFile = Constants.filename; 
            if (!File.Exists(curFile)) 





        } 
 
        public void insertcalendar() 
        { 
 
            
            string selectSql = @"SELECT  [service_id] 
                    ,[monday] 
                    ,[tuesday] 
                    ,[wednesday] 
                    ,[thursday] 
                    ,[friday] 
                    ,[saturday] 
                    ,[sunday] 
                    ,[start_date] 
                    ,[end_date] 
                    FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[calender]"; 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
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                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 





                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@service_id", 
myReader["service_id"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@monday", 
myReader["monday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@tuesday", 
myReader["tuesday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@wednesday", 
myReader["wednesday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@thursday", 
myReader["thursday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@friday", 
myReader["friday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@saturday", 
myReader["saturday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@sunday", 
myReader["sunday"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@start_date", 
myReader["start_date"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@end_date", 
myReader["end_date"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 
 
                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
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            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone insert calendar!"); 
            } 
            return; 
        } 
 
        public void insertdirections() 
        { 
 
            
            string selectSql = @"SELECT [Route] 
      ,[Direction] 
      ,[DirectionDescription] 
      ,[ListOrder] 
      ,[Active] 
      ,[RouteType] 
     , Row_Number()OVER(ORDER BY [Route]) % 2 AS dircode  
      ,'' AS route_id 
          FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[directions] 
           
          UNION  
           
          SELECT [Route] 
      ,[Direction] 
      ,[DirectionDescription] 
      ,[ListOrder] 
      ,[Active] 
      ,[RouteType] 
      ,[dircode] 
      ,[route_id] 
  FROM [GTFS_Rail].[dbo].[rail_stop_directions]"; 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
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                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 




                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Route", 
myReader["Route"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Direction", 
myReader["Direction"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@DirectionDescription", 
myReader["DirectionDescription"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@ListOrder", 
myReader["ListOrder"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Active", 
myReader["Active"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@RouteType", 
myReader["RouteType"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@dir_code", 
myReader["dircode"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 
 
                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
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            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone insert directions!"); 
            } 
            return; 
        } 
        public void addRegionalRaildirections(Hashtable routes) 
        { 
            foreach (DictionaryEntry entry in routes) 
            { 
 
                if (entry.Value.ToString() == "Regional Rail") 
                { 
 
 
                    string selectSql = @"select route_id as Route,''as Direction, trip_headsign as 
DirectionDescription,'' as ListOrder,'' as Active,''as RouteType, Row_Number() OVER(ORDER BY 
trip_headsign ) % 2 as dir_code from (select distinct trip_headsign,route_id from trips where route_id 
in('" + entry.Key.ToString() + "')) as t"; 
                    SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
                    SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
                    SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
                    try 
                    { 
                        con.Open(); 
 
 
                        cnn.Open(); 
 
                        SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                        myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                        while (myReader.Read()) 
                        { 
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                            SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Route", 
myReader["Route"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Direction", 
myReader["Direction"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@DirectionDescription", 
myReader["DirectionDescription"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@ListOrder", 
myReader["ListOrder"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@Active", 
myReader["Active"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@RouteType", 
myReader["RouteType"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@dir_code", 
myReader["dir_code"].ToString())); 
                            mycommand.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 
 
                        } 
                        cnn.Close(); 
                    } 
                    catch (Exception err) 
                    { 
                        Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                        cnn.Close(); 
                    } 
                    finally 
                    { 
                        con.Close(); 
                        Console.Write("\nDone insert directions!"); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            return; 
        } 
        public void insertroutes() 
        { 
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            string selectSql = @"SELECT TOP 1000 [route_id] 
      ,[route_short_name] 
      ,[route_long_name] 
      ,[route_type] 
      ,'Regional Rail ' as mode 
  FROM [GTFS_Rail].[dbo].[routes] 
  union 
  SELECT TOP 1000 CAST ([route_id] as varchar) 
      ,[route_short_name] 
      ,[route_long_name] 
      ,CAST ([route_type] as varchar) 
       ,'Bus' as mode 
  FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[routes]"; 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 




                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@route_id", 
myReader["route_id"].ToString())); 
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                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@route_short_name", 
myReader["route_short_name"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@route_long_name", 
myReader["route_long_name"].ToString())); 









                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone insert routes!"); 
            } 
            return; 
        } 
 
        public void insertNTAStations() 
        { 
 
            
            string selectSql = @"SELECT distinct 
      
      [a_loc] 
       
 
  FROM [SEPTA_db].[dbo].[PACIS]"; 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
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            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 
                    string cmdstring = @" INSERT INTO NTAStations  (stationName) VALUES (@stationName)"; 
 
                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@stationName", 
myReader["a_loc"].ToString())); 
 





                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone insert NTA Stations!"); 
            } 
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            return; 
        } 
        public void insertStopTimes(string routename, string route_id, string filename, string mode) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStarting Insert Stop times for route:" + routename); 
            string connectionstring = ""; 
            if (mode == "Bus") 
            { 
                
            } 
            else if (mode == "Regional Rail") 
            { 
                 
            } 
            string selectSql = ""; 
            if (mode == "Bus") 
            { 
                selectSql = @"SELECT stop_times.[trip_id] 
        ,[departure_time] 
      ,stops.[stop_id] 
      ,stops.stop_name 
      ,direction_id 
     ,REPLACE([trip_headsign], '""', '') as trip_headsign 
        ,service_id 
            FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[trips],dbo.stop_times,stops where dbo.stop_times.trip_id = trips.trip_id and 
trips.route_id = " + route_id + "  and stops.stop_id = stop_times.stop_id"; 
            } 
            else if (mode == "Regional Rail") 
            { 
                selectSql = @" 
SELECT stop_times.[trip_id] 
        ,ltrim(rtrim([departure_time])) as departure_time 
      ,stops.[stop_id] 
      ,stops.stop_name 
      ,REPLACE([trip_headsign], '""', '') as trip_headsign 
        ,CASE service_id 
WHEN ' S1' THEN '1' 
WHEN ' S2' THEN '5' 
WHEN ' S3' THEN '7' 
end as service_id 
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            FROM [GTFS_Rail].[dbo].[trips],dbo.stop_times,stops where 
ltrim(rtrim([trips].trip_id))=ltrim(rtrim(stop_times.trip_id))and trips.route_id ='" + route_id + "'  and 
stops.stop_id = stop_times.stop_id"; 
                Console.Write("\nexecuted" + route_id); 
            } 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
                    string cmdstring = ""; 
 
                    if (mode == "Bus") 
                    { 
                        cmdstring = @" INSERT INTO stop_times (trip_id,  
departure_time,stop_id,direction_id,trip_headsign,service_id) VALUES 
(@trip_id,@departure_time,@stop_id,@direction_id,@trip_headsign,@service_id )"; 
                    } 
                    else if (mode == "Regional Rail") 
                    { 
                        cmdstring = @" INSERT INTO stop_times (trip_id,  
departure_time,stop_id,trip_headsign,service_id) VALUES 
(@trip_id,@departure_time,@stop_id,@trip_headsign,@service_id )"; 
                    } 
                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@trip_id", 
myReader["trip_id"].ToString())); 
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                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@departure_time", 
myReader["departure_time"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@stop_id", 
myReader["stop_id"].ToString())); 
                    if (mode == "Bus") 
                    { 
                        mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@direction_id", 
myReader["direction_id"].ToString())); 
                    } 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@trip_headsign", 
myReader["trip_headsign"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@service_id", 
myReader["service_id"].ToString())); 
 





                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone stop times!"); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStop times database created!"); 
            return; 
        } 
 
        public void insertstops(string routename, string route_id, string filename, string mode) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStarting Insert Stops for route:" + routename); 
            string connectionstring = ""; 
            if (mode == "Bus") 
            { 
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              } 
            else 
            { 
                 
            } 
            string selectSql = ""; 
            if (mode == "Bus") 
                selectSql = @"SELECT 
stops.stop_id,stop_name,stop_lat,stop_lon,location_type,parent_station,direction_id 
       
            FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[trips],dbo.stop_times,stops where dbo.stop_times.trip_id = trips.trip_id and 
trips.route_id = " + route_id + "  and stops.stop_id = stop_times.stop_id"; 
            else 
            { 
                selectSql = @"SELECT distinct 
      stops.[stop_id] 
      ,stops.stop_name 
      ,stop_lat 
      ,stop_lon 
      ,'' as location_type 
      ,'' as parent_station 
      , '' as direction_id 
             
            FROM [GTFS_Rail].[dbo].[trips],dbo.stop_times,stops where 
ltrim(rtrim([trips].trip_id))=ltrim(rtrim(stop_times.trip_id))and trips.route_id ='" + route_id + "'  and 
stops.stop_id = stop_times.stop_id"; 
            } 
 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
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                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 
                    string cmdstring = @" INSERT INTO stops (stop_id, stop_name,direction_id) VALUES 
(@stop_id,@stop_name,@direction_id)"; 
 
                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@stop_id", 
myReader["stop_id"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@stop_name", 
myReader["stop_name"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@direction_id", 
myReader["direction_id"].ToString())); 





                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone stops!"); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStops Table Created!"); 
            return; 
        } 
 
        public void inserttrips(string routename, string route_id, string filename) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStarting Create Trips for route:" + routename); 
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            string selectSql = @"SELECT  [route_id] 
                     ,[service_id] 
                     ,trips.trip_id 
                    ,REPLACE([trip_headsign], '""', '') as trip_headsign 
                    ,[trip_headsign_number] 
                    ,[direction_id] 
                    ,[shape_id] 
            FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[trips],dbo.stop_times,stops where dbo.stop_times.trip_id = trips.trip_id and 
trips.route_id = " + route_id + "  and stops.stop_id = stop_times.stop_id"; 
            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
 
                cnn.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
 
 





                    SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@route_id", 
myReader["route_id"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@service_id", 
myReader["service_id"].ToString())); 
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                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@trip_id", 
myReader["trip_id"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@trip_headsign", 
myReader["trip_headsign"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@trip_headsign_number", 
myReader["trip_headsign_number"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@direction_id", 
myReader["direction_id"].ToString())); 
                    mycommand.Parameters.Add(new SQLiteParameter("@shape_id", 
myReader["shape_id"].ToString())); 





                } 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write("error:" + err); 
                cnn.Close(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
                Console.Write("\nDone Trips!"); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("\nTrips Table Created!"); 
            return; 
        } 
 
        public void createtables(string routename, string filename, string mode) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("\nStarting createtables for route:" + routename); 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
            string cmdstring = ""; 
            cnn.Open(); 
            if (mode == "Bus") 
            { 
                cmdstring = @"CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS stops" + 
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                   @"(stop_id INT, 
                stop_name TEXT, 
                direction_id    INT); 
                 
                CREATE INDEX stops_index ON stops (stop_id); 
                 
                /*CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS trips" + 
                   @"(route_id INT, 
                service_id INT, 
                trip_id TEXT, 
                trip_headsign TEXT, 
                trip_headsign_number TEXT, 
                direction_id INT, 
                shape_id);*/ 
                 
                 CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS stop_times" + 
                   @"(trip_id TEXT, 
                departure_time TEXT, 
                stop_id TEXT, 
                direction_id INT, 
                trip_headsign TEXT, 
                service_id INT); 
 
               CREATE INDEX stop_times_index ON stop_times (trip_id); 
 
                "; 
            } 
            else if (mode == "Regional Rail") 
            { 
                Console.Write("\n create table CALLED"); 
                cmdstring = @"CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS stops" + 
                   @"(stop_id INT, 
                stop_name TEXT, 
                direction_id    INT); 
                 
                CREATE INDEX stops_index ON stops (stop_id); 
                 
                /*CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS trips" + 
                   @"(route_id INT, 
                service_id INT, 
                trip_id TEXT, 
                trip_headsign TEXT, 
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                trip_headsign_number TEXT, 
                direction_id INT, 
                shape_id);*/ 
                 
                 CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS stop_times" + 
                   @"(trip_id TEXT, 
                departure_time TEXT, 
                stop_id TEXT, 
                trip_headsign TEXT, 
                service_id INT); 
 
               CREATE INDEX stop_times_index ON stop_times (trip_id); 
 
                "; 
            } 
            SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
 
            mycommand.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            cnn.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("\nTables Created!"); 
        } 
        public void createtablesstatic() 
        { 
            SQLiteConnection cnn = new SQLiteConnection("Data Source=" + Constants.filename + 
";Version=3;New=True;"); 
 
            cnn.Open(); 
 
            string cmdstring = @" 
                CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS routes" + 
                @"(route_id TEXT, 
                route_short_name TEXT, 
                route_long_name TEXT, 
                route_type TEXT 
                
               ); 
                 CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS NTAStations" + 
                @"(stationName TEXT 
               ); 
 
                CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS bus_stop_directions" + 
                @"(Route TEXT, 
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                Direction TEXT, 
                DirectionDescription TEXT, 
                ListOrder TEXT, 
                Active TEXT, 
                RouteType TEXT, 
                 dir_code INT); 
                 
                CREATE TABLE  IF NOT EXISTS calendar" + 
                @"(service_id INT, 
                monday INT, 
                tuesday INT, 
                wednesday INT, 
                thursday INT, 
                friday INT, 
                saturday INT, 
                sunday INT, 
                start_date TEXT, 
                end_date TEXT); 
 
                "; 
 
            SQLiteCommand mycommand = new SQLiteCommand(cmdstring, cnn); 
 
            mycommand.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
            cnn.Close(); 
        } 
        public Hashtable getroutes() 
        { 
             
            string selectSql = @" select * from (SELECT [route_id] 
      ,[route_short_name] 
      ,[route_long_name] 
      ,[route_type] 
      ,'Regional Rail' as mode 
  FROM [GTFS_Rail].[dbo].[routes]  
  union 
  SELECT  CAST ([route_id] as varchar) 
      ,[route_short_name] 
      ,[route_long_name] 
      ,CAST ([route_type] as varchar) 
       ,'Bus' as mode 
  FROM [GTFS].[dbo].[routes] ) as t where route_short_name in('AIR','WIL','MFL','1','17','BSS')"; 
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            SqlConnection con = new SqlConnection(connectionstring); 
            SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand(selectSql, con); 
            Hashtable hashtable = new Hashtable(); 
            try 
            { 
                con.Open(); 
 
                SqlDataReader myReader; 
 
 
                myReader = cmd.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                while (myReader.Read()) 
                { 
                    route routes = new route(); 
                    routes.Setmode(myReader["mode"].ToString()); 
                    routes.Setroute_id( myReader["route_id"].ToString()); 
                    routes.Setroute_short_name(myReader["route_short_name"].ToString()); 
                    hashtable[myReader["route_short_name"].ToString()] = routes; 
 
 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception err) 
            { 
                Console.Write(selectSql + "error:" + err); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                con.Close(); 
 
            } 
            return hashtable; 
        } 
 
        public class route 
        { 
            private string route_short_name = string.Empty; 
            private string mode = string.Empty; 
            private string route_id = string.Empty; 
 
            public string Getmode() 
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            { 
                return mode; 
            } 
 
            public void Setmode(string name) 
            { 
                mode = name; 
            } 
            public string Getroute_id() 
            { 
                return route_id; 
            } 
 
            public void Setroute_id(string name) 
            { 
                route_id = name; 
            } 
 
            public string Getroute_short_name() 
            { 
                return route_id; 
            } 
 
            public void Setroute_short_name(string name) 
            { 
                route_short_name = name; 
            } 
        } 
 








$filePath=$PATH.'/var/www/kmlParse/oldKML/'; # Specify the path you want to look in.  
$dir = opendir($filePath); # Open the path 
while ($file = readdir($dir)) {  
  if (eregi("\.kml",$file)) { # Look at only files with a .kml extension 
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    $string .= "$file<br />";\ 
 printnewfile($file,$filePath); 
    $fileCount++; 
  } 
   
} 
if ($fileCount > 0) { 












$directoryPath = "/var/www/kmlParse/newKML"; 
if(!file_exists($directoryPath )) 
 mkdir($directoryPath, 0775); 
  
  
$myFile = "newKML/".$file; 
$fh = fopen($myFile, 'w') or die("can't open file");  
 
 //Get the XML document loaded into a variable 
$kml = file_get_contents($filePath.$file); 





$str = <<<'EOD' 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 





$str .=$file;  
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$str .= <<<'EOD' 
 </name> 
 <Style id="LineStyle0109"> 
  <LabelStyle> 
   <color>00000000</color> 
   <scale>0</scale> 
  </LabelStyle> 
  <LineStyle> 
   <color>ff333333</color> 
  </LineStyle> 
  <PolyStyle> 
   <color>00000000</color> 
   <outline>0</outline> 




foreach ($results['kml']['Document']['Placemark']  as &$LineString) { 
$str .= <<<'EOD' 
  <Placemark> 
   <name>Route 
EOD; 
$route = explode(".", $file);  
$str .= " " .$route[0]; 
$str .= <<<'EOD' 
</name> 
   <Snippet maxLines="0"></Snippet> 
   <styleUrl>#LineStyle0109</styleUrl> 
   <MultiGeometry> 
    <LineString> 





    </LineString> 
   </MultiGeometry> 


























// Turn XML into array. 
function xml2array($contents, $get_attributes=1, $priority = 'tag') {  
    if(!$contents) return array();  
 
    if(!function_exists('xml_parser_create')) {  
        //print "'xml_parser_create()' function not found!";  
        return array();  
    }  
 
    //Get the XML parser of PHP - PHP must have this module for the parser to work  
    $parser = xml_parser_create('');  
    xml_parser_set_option($parser, XML_OPTION_TARGET_ENCODING, "UTF-8"); # 
http://minutillo.com/steve/weblog/2004/6/17/php-xml-and-character-encodings-a-tale-of-sadness-
rage-and-data-loss  
    xml_parser_set_option($parser, XML_OPTION_CASE_FOLDING, 0);  
    xml_parser_set_option($parser, XML_OPTION_SKIP_WHITE, 1);  
    xml_parse_into_struct($parser, trim($contents), $xml_values);  
    xml_parser_free($parser);  
 
    if(!$xml_values) return;//Hmm...  
 
    //Initializations  
    $xml_array = array();  
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    $parents = array();  
    $opened_tags = array();  
    $arr = array();  
 
    $current = &$xml_array; //Refference  
 
    //Go through the tags.  
    $repeated_tag_index = array();//Multiple tags with same name will be turned into an array  
    foreach($xml_values as $data) {  
        unset($attributes,$value);//Remove existing values, or there will be trouble  
 
        //This command will extract these variables into the foreach scope  
        // tag(string), type(string), level(int), attributes(array).  
        extract($data);//We could use the array by itself, but this cooler.  
 
        $result = array();  
        $attributes_data = array();  
          
        if(isset($value)) {  
            if($priority == 'tag') $result = $value;  
            else $result['value'] = $value; //Put the value in a assoc array if we are in the 'Attribute' mode  
        }  
 
        //Set the attributes too.  
        if(isset($attributes) and $get_attributes) {  
            foreach($attributes as $attr => $val) {  
                if($priority == 'tag') $attributes_data[$attr] = $val;  
                else $result['attr'][$attr] = $val; //Set all the attributes in a array called 'attr'  
            }  
        }  
 
        //See tag status and do the needed.  
        if($type == "open") {//The starting of the tag '<tag>'  
            $parent[$level-1] = &$current;  
            if(!is_array($current) or (!in_array($tag, array_keys($current)))) { //Insert New tag  
                $current[$tag] = $result;  
                if($attributes_data) $current[$tag. '_attr'] = $attributes_data;  
                $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] = 1;  
 
                $current = &$current[$tag];  
 
            } else { //There was another element with the same tag name  
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                if(isset($current[$tag][0])) {//If there is a 0th element it is already an array  
                    $current[$tag][$repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]] = $result;  
                    $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]++;  
                } else {//This section will make the value an array if multiple tags with the same name appear 
together  
                    $current[$tag] = array($current[$tag],$result);//This will combine the existing item and the 
new item together to make an array 
                    $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] = 2;  
                      
                    if(isset($current[$tag.'_attr'])) { //The attribute of the last(0th) tag must be moved as well  
                        $current[$tag]['0_attr'] = $current[$tag.'_attr'];  
                        unset($current[$tag.'_attr']);  
                    }  
 
                }  
                $last_item_index = $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]-1;  
                $current = &$current[$tag][$last_item_index];  
            }  
 
        } elseif($type == "complete") { //Tags that ends in 1 line '<tag />'  
            //See if the key is already taken.  
            if(!isset($current[$tag])) { //New Key  
                $current[$tag] = $result;  
                $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] = 1;  
                if($priority == 'tag' and $attributes_data) $current[$tag. '_attr'] = $attributes_data;  
 
            } else { //If taken, put all things inside a list(array)  
                if(isset($current[$tag][0]) and is_array($current[$tag])) {//If it is already an array...  
 
                    // ...push the new element into that array.  
                    $current[$tag][$repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]] = $result;  
                      
                    if($priority == 'tag' and $get_attributes and $attributes_data) {  
                        $current[$tag][$repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] . '_attr'] = $attributes_data;  
                    }  
                    $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]++;  
 
                } else { //If it is not an array...  
                    $current[$tag] = array($current[$tag],$result); //...Make it an array using using the existing 
value and the new value 
                    $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] = 1;  
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                    if($priority == 'tag' and $get_attributes) {  
                        if(isset($current[$tag.'_attr'])) { //The attribute of the last(0th) tag must be moved as well  
                              
                            $current[$tag]['0_attr'] = $current[$tag.'_attr'];  
                            unset($current[$tag.'_attr']);  
                        }  
                          
                        if($attributes_data) {  
                            $current[$tag][$repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level] . '_attr'] = $attributes_data;  
                        }  
                    }  
                    $repeated_tag_index[$tag.'_'.$level]++; //0 and 1 index is already taken  
                }  
            }  
 
        } elseif($type == 'close') { //End of tag '</tag>'  
            $current = &$parent[$level-1];  
        }  
    }  
      
    return($xml_array);  






header("Expires: Mon, 26 Jul 1997 05:00:00 GMT"); 
header("Last-Modified: " . gmdate("D, d M Y H:i:s") . " GMT"); 
header("Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate"); 
header("Cache-Control: post-check=0, pre-check=0", false); 
header("Pragma: no-cache"); 
header('Content-type: application/json'); 
$data = array(); 
 
$route = $_GET["req1"]; 
 putenv('TDSVER=8.0'); 
//include("Config/config_db.php");   
$validroutes = array( 





































































































































































 $domain =""; 
 if (isset($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER'])) 
 { 
      $array = parse_url($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']); 
      $host= $array['host']; 
   $domain = strstr_after($host, '.'); 
 } 
 //if($domain =="septa.org") 
 if (in_array($route, $validroutes)) 
 { 
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  $dbhandle = mssql_connect($server, $myUser, $myPass) or die("[{\"error\":\"System 
Information Retrieval Error.\"}]"); 
  $selected = mssql_select_db($myDB, $dbhandle) or die("Couldn't open database 
$myDB"); 
  
  $stmt=mssql_init("get_alert_data", $dbhandle); 
  mssql_bind($stmt, '@route', &$route,    SQLVARCHAR,    FALSE,FALSE,30); 
  $dbresult = mssql_execute($stmt);  
  while($res = mssql_fetch_array($dbresult)) { 
   if($res["current_message"] ==null) 
    $current_message = ''; 
   else if($res["current_message"] !=null) 
    $current_message = strip_tags ($res["current_message"],'<a>'); 
    
   if($res["advisory_message"] ==null) 
    $advisory_message = ''; 
   else if($res["advisory_message"] !=null) 
    $advisory_message = $res["advisory_message"]; 
   
   if($res["detour_message"] ==null) 
    $detour_message = ''; 
   else if($res["detour_message"] !=null) 
    $detour_message = str_replace("\n", "<br>", 
trim($res['detour_message'])); 
    
   if($res["start_location"] ==null) 
    $detour_start_location = ''; 
   else if($res["start_location"] !=null) 
    $detour_start_location = $res["start_location"];  
   
   if($res["start_date_time"] ==null) 
    $detour_start_date_time = ''; 
   else if($res["start_date_time"] !=null) 
    $detour_start_date_time = $res["start_date_time"];  
   
   if($res["end_date_time"] ==null) 
    $detour_end_date_time = ''; 
   else if($res["end_date_time"] !=null) 
    $detour_end_date_time = $res["end_date_time"];  
    
   if($res["reason"] ==null) 
    $detour_reason = ''; 
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   else if($res["reason"] !=null) 
    $detour_reason = $res["reason"]; 
   






  } 
  
 
         //close the connection 
         mssql_close($dbhandle);  
 } 
   $json = json_encode($data); 
   echo isset($_GET['callback']) 
    ? "{$_GET['callback']}($json)" 
    : $json; 
} 
catch (Exception $e) 
{ 
    mssql_close($dbhandle);  
} 
 
// Function to grab domin name after first dot 
function strstr_after($haystack, $needle, $case_insensitive = false) { 
    $strpos = ($case_insensitive) ? 'stripos' : 'strpos'; 
    $pos = $strpos($haystack, $needle); 
    if (is_int($pos)) { 
        return substr($haystack, $pos + strlen($needle)); 
    } 
    // Most likely false or null 





header("Expires: Mon, 26 Jul 1997 05:00:00 GMT"); 
header("Last-Modified: " . gmdate("D, d M Y H:i:s") . " GMT"); 
header("Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate"); 
header("Cache-Control: post-check=0, pre-check=0", false); 









  $domain =""; 
 if (isset($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER'])) 
 { 
      $array = parse_url($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER']); 
       $host= $array['host']; 
    $domain = strstr_after($host, '.'); 
 } 
  
 //if($domain =="septa.org") 
 { 
  $AlertData = array(); // Array to hold Route Information 
  putenv('TDSVER=8.0'); 
  //include("Config/config_db.php");   
  $dbhandle = mssql_connect($server, $myUser, $myPass) or die(" [{\"error\":\"System 
Information Retrieval Error.\"}] "); 
  $selected = mssql_select_db($myDB, $dbhandle) or die("Couldn't open database 
$myDB"); 
  $stmt=mssql_init("getalertinfo", $dbhandle); 
  
  $dbresult = mssql_execute($stmt);  
  
  while($res = mssql_fetch_array($dbresult)) { 




  } 
 
  //close the connection 
  mssql_close($dbhandle);  
 } 
  $json = json_encode($AlertData); 
   echo isset($_GET['callback']) 
    ? "{$_GET['callback']}($json)" 
    : $json; 
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 posix_kill( getmypid(), 28 );  
} 
catch (Exception $e) 
{ 
    mssql_close($dbhandle);  
 posix_kill( getmypid(), 28 );  
} 
 
// Function to grab domin name after first dot 
function strstr_after($haystack, $needle, $case_insensitive = false) { 
    $strpos = ($case_insensitive) ? 'stripos' : 'strpos'; 
    $pos = $strpos($haystack, $needle); 
    if (is_int($pos)) { 
        return substr($haystack, $pos + strlen($needle)); 
    } 
    // Most likely false or null 








// Adjust to your timezone 
date_default_timezone_set('America/New_York'); 
 
// Report all PHP errors 
error_reporting(-1); 
 
// Using Autoload all classes are loaded on-demand 
require_once 'ApnsPHP/Autoload.php'; 
 
// Instanciate a new ApnsPHP_Push object 
$push = new ApnsPHP_Push( 
        ApnsPHP_Abstract::ENVIRONMENT_SANDBOX, 
        'server_certificates_bundle_sandbox.pem' 
); 
 
// Set the Root Certificate Autority to verify the Apple remote peer 
$push->setRootCertificationAuthority('entrust_root_certification_authority.pem'); 
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// Connect to the Apple Push Notification Service 
$push->connect(); 
 
// Instantiate a new Message with a single recipient 
$message = new 
ApnsPHP_Message('9e73bc3a820e0290a511a0891cdd194007dcbac50ac7fbc8740e7f7f55507fab'); 
 
// Set a custom identifier. To get back this identifier use the getCustomIdentifier() method 
// over a ApnsPHP_Message object retrieved with the getErrors() message. 
$message->setCustomIdentifier("Message-Badge-3"); 
 
// Set badge icon to "3" 
$message->setBadge(1); 
 
// Set a simple welcome text 
$message->setText('Train 1234 is 10  mins Late!'); 
 
// Play the default sound 
$message->setSound(); 
 
// Set a custom property 
$message->setCustomProperty('acme2', array('bang', 'whiz')); 
 
// Set another custom property 
$message->setCustomProperty('acme3', array('bing', 'bong')); 
 
// Set the expiry value to 30 seconds 
$message->setExpiry(30); 
 
// Add the message to the message queue 
$push->add($message); 
 
// Send all messages in the message queue 
$push->send(); 
 
// Disconnect from the Apple Push Notification Service 
$push->disconnect(); 
 
// Instanciate a new ApnsPHP_Feedback object 
$feedback = new ApnsPHP_Feedback( 
        ApnsPHP_Abstract::ENVIRONMENT_SANDBOX, 
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        'server_certificates_bundle_sandbox.pem' 
); 
 
// Connect to the Apple Push Notification Feedback Service 
$feedback->connect(); 
 
$aDeviceTokens = $feedback->receive(); 
if (!empty($aDeviceTokens)) { 
        var_dump($aDeviceTokens); 
} 
 




// Examine the error message container 
$aErrorQueue = $push->getErrors(); 
if (!empty($aErrorQueue)) { 








header("Expires: Mon, 26 Jul 1997 05:00:00 GMT"); 
header("Last-Modified: " . gmdate("D, d M Y H:i:s") . " GMT"); 
header("Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate"); 
header("Cache-Control: post-check=0, pre-check=0", false); 
header("Pragma: no-cache"); 
$lat = $_GET["lat"]; 
$lng = $_GET["lon"]; 
$radius = $_GET["radius"]; 
$type = $_GET["type"]; 
$number_of_results = $_GET["number_of_results"]; 
$perk_Data = array(); 
$sales_Data= array(); 
if($radius  == null) 
{ 
 $radius = 0.5; 
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} 
if(!is_numeric ( $radius )) 
{ 
 $radius = 0.5; 
} 
if($radius > 10) 
{ 
 $radius = 10; 
} 
if(!is_numeric ( $number_of_results ) && $number_of_results=="") 
{ 
 $number_of_results = 50; 
} 
if(($type != 'bus_stops' && $type != 'rail_stations' && $type != 'perk_locations' && $type != 
'trolley_stops'&& $type != 'sales_locations' )) 
{ 
 $type =null; 
} 
 
if(preg_match('/^(\-?\d+(\.\d+)?)$/', $lat) &&   preg_match('/^(\-?\d+(\.\d+)?)$/',$lng)) 
{ 
  
 //print_r (lookup_perk()); 
 $perk_Data =lookup_perk(); 
 $sales_Data =lookup_sales(); 
 getlocations($lat,$lng,$radius ,$type,$perk_Data,$sales_Data ,$number_of_results); 




echo "[{\"error\":\"Parameters are not valid!\"}]"; 
} 
 




 $myServer = MYSERVER; 
 $myUser = "mzdev"; 
 $myPass = "5ep7ar0ck5"; 
 $myDB = "SEPTA_locations"; 
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 $dbhandle = mssql_connect($myServer, $myUser, $myPass) or die("Couldn't connect to SQL 
Server on $myServer $myUser"); 
 $selected = mssql_select_db($myDB, $dbhandle) or die("Couldn't open database $myDB"); 
   
 $stmt=mssql_init("get_closest_location", $dbhandle); 
  
  // Bind SQL variables 
  mssql_bind($stmt, "@lat",    &$lat,    SQLFLT8,    FALSE,FALSE); 
  
  mssql_bind($stmt, "@lng",  &$lng,  SQLFLT8, FALSE,FALSE); 
  mssql_bind($stmt, "@radius", &$radius,SQLFLT8, FALSE,FALSE); 
   
  mssql_bind($stmt, "@type", &$type,SQLVARCHAR, FALSE,FALSE,15); 
  mssql_bind($stmt, "@number_Of_Results", &$number_of_results,SQLVARCHAR, 
FALSE,FALSE,15); 
 $dbresult = mssql_execute($stmt); 
 $location_Data = array(); 
 while($res = mssql_fetch_array($dbresult)) { 
  
  if($res["type"] == 'perk_locations' ) 
  { 
    
   array_push($location_Data,array 
('location_id'=>$res["stop_id"],'location_name'=>$res["stop_name"],'location_lat'=>$res["stop_lat"],'lo
cation_lon'=>$res["stop_lon"],'distance'=>$res["distance"],'location_type'=>$res["type"],'location_data'
=>$perk_Data[$res["stop_id"]] ));  
   //print_r($perk_Data[$res["stop_id"]]); 
  } 
  if($res["type"] == 'sales_locations' ) 
  { 
    
   array_push($location_Data,array 
('location_id'=>$res["stop_id"],'location_name'=>$res["stop_name"],'location_lat'=>$res["stop_lat"],'lo
cation_lon'=>$res["stop_lon"],'distance'=>$res["distance"],'location_type'=>$res["type"],'location_data'
=>$sales_Data[$res["stop_id"]] ));  
   //print_r($perk_Data[$res["stop_id"]]); 
  } 
  else 












  $json = json_encode($location_Data); 
   echo isset($_GET['callback']) 
    ? "{$_GET['callback']}($json)" 






 $myServer = MYSERVER; 
 $myUser = "mzdev"; 
 $myPass = "5ep7ar0ck5"; 
 $myDB = "SEPTA_locations"; 
 $perkdbhandle = mssql_connect($myServer, $myUser, $myPass) or die("Couldn't connect to 
SQL Server on $myServer $myUser"); 
 $selected = mssql_select_db($myDB, $perkdbhandle) or die("Couldn't open database $myDB"); 
   
 $stmt=mssql_init("get_perk_ids", $perkdbhandle); 
  
  // Bind SQL variables 
   
  
   
   
 $dbresult = mssql_execute($stmt); 
 $perk_Data = array(); 
 while($res = mssql_fetch_array($dbresult)) { 
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 $myServer = MYSERVER; 
 $myUser = "mzdev"; 
 $myPass = "5ep7ar0ck5"; 
 $myDB = "SEPTA_locations"; 
 $perkdbhandle = mssql_connect($myServer, $myUser, $myPass) or die("Couldn't connect to 
SQL Server on $myServer $myUser"); 
 $selected = mssql_select_db($myDB, $perkdbhandle) or die("Couldn't open database $myDB"); 
   
 $stmt=mssql_init("get_sales_locations", $perkdbhandle); 
  
  // Bind SQL variables 
   
  
   
   
 $dbresult = mssql_execute($stmt); 
 $perk_Data = array(); 
 while($res = mssql_fetch_array($dbresult)) { 








 return $perk_Data; 
} 
 
?> 
 
